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OUR CONTINUING STRUGGLE WITH THE IDEA THAT 
FOR·PROFIT CORPORATIONS SEEK PROFIT 

Den E. Strine, Jr.' 

This Essav addresses an issue that, to be candid. perplexes me, 
continuing dismay evidenced in Western, capitalist 
ublic corporations that profit for their 

stockholders take actions that adversely the nation's economic 
the corporation's employees, or the environment 
) a corporation's ardor for profits leads it to take excessive 

risks that endanger the firm's solvency, commentators react with 
shock and dismay. /low can corporate managers be so blinded by 
the immediate of profit that they would ignore what, in 
hindsight, seem such obvious risks? Likewise, we rent our 
garments in and c:hagrin when energy companies take 
environmental in drilling for oil or mining mal, surprised 
that profit maximizing firms have been less than optimally 
nrotf'ctiv(' of the environment and their workers, that they did not 

what waS simply necessary to cnsurc that retrulators 
them to operate, Similarly, we anguish when the 

venerable homeland corporate icon reacts receptively to a 
takeover bid from a foreign acquirer, How could the board sell out 
and undermine the traditional values the flrm stands for'? It cannot 
be that the long·term stockholders would put their desire for a one· 
time, short·term profit ahead of the !:Ontinued independence of a 

institution? 
am sympathetic to many of the sentiments and 

policy concerns that motivate these dismayed reactions, I confess to 
being weary of the naivete they manifest. ;,\1ore importantly, the 
continued failure of our societies to be clear·eyed about the role of 
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corporation endange" the public interest. Instead of 
corporations will seek profit for their 

means available, we imbue these 
, and assume are moral beings 

"bette!''' in the long.run than lowest common 
denominator. We act as if entities in which only capital has a vote 
will somehow be able to denv the stockholders their desires, when a 
choice has to be made bet~een profit liH those who control the 
board's reelection prospects and positive outcomes for the employees 
and communities 

In this Essay, 
continued inability to view the for· profit corporation with a gimlet 
eye. These examples track recurrent patterns. I begin with a couple 
stories in the headlines of corporate greed at Bl' in connection with 
the Deepwater disaster in the Gulf of Mexieo and at the U.S, banks 
that were bailed out by the federal government. I then proceed 
less obvious stories where courts have affirmed the preeminence of 
stockholders in the for-profit corporation, the first in an older case 

/lenry Ford's stated preference for cmp 
and the second ill a recent one challenging L:ralgsllst 

attempt to protect its online community from stockholders sell 
a takeover. Next. I consider how stockholders have fared in 

Kraft's successful takeover of 
and BliP Billiton's failed bid to 

;()rpoTntlon of Sn~katche'ivan, In the end, policy 
should not delude themselves about the corporation's ability 

to police itself; govefllment still has a critical role in setting th~ 
rules of the gamc, 

OIL SPILLS AND l:lAILlm-OUT BANKS: R,;U:ARNIN<l OBVIOUS 
l,gSSONS OF HISTORY 

The first situations I address exemplify the tendency to 
underestimate the extent to which firms subject to pressures to 
deliver short· term profits for their stockholders pose a serious risk 
of generating societally destructive externalities. I will only briefly 
discuss these examples hecause they are, at least in my 
so obvious. 

A. Risk l'al?ing with Underwater Drilling 

The first is the AP oil spill disaster in the Gulf. In the 
wake of the there was widespread outrage about 
callousness,' could a corpuration drill so deep with no 

After being criticized for tepid response toward BP in thE' wake> 
Presidf'nt Obam8 camt: strong against BP RR the oil spill 
month. Mail Foreign 'Furious' Obama Blasts BP 
Hayward Set to Shell Inuestol's, MAIL Or.;UNE 
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plans 8S to how to address a leak ill the well?2 How could so many 
safety features be inoperable?3 '1'0 me, it is to be expected that a 

that stands to gain large profits from aggressive dl 
would less than optimally consider the environmental 

and oceupational hazards that novel drilling activity posed,' IlP, 

4. See Little NEWS 
(,June 26, 2010). 
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after all, stood to gain all the profits from its activities, while the 
risks to the environment would be borne largely by others" 

Not only do corporations have incentives to disregard risks fol' 
the sake of profits, but there is a natural tendency to attention 
to short,term profits over long· term risks, In fact, most us place a 
higher value on immediate satisfaction than on the long.term risks 
created by such satisfaction," If we can get all the ben<,fits of the 
immediate satisfaction for oun,elves, and know that th" 
costs will be shared with a lot of others, we go for 
tomorrow even more, And 1 when an industry is 
in having lobbyists precisely for the purpose 
governmental regulation of its activity,' trusting that 
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balance environmental concerns and worker safety responsibly 
the prospect. of immediate profit would seem even more 

ll. Rish Taking with Now Underwater Mortgages 

The other rather obvious example of silly surprise is the recent 
financial crisis, Tbis crisis was in no small measure caused by the 

of trillions of dollars in risk·shifting transactions, the bulk of 
at their root containing subprirne mort(!ae:es 
; who wrote mortgagos did not act or 

lenders," Thev did not expect 
rnortgage contracts a~ written,!!} 
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mortgages would be refinanced again as already inflated real estate 
prices continued to rise, Il Even better, of the loans were 
securitized so the underwriters ~tllP first-instance "I"nrl,,",,"_.Nm 

the risk down the line.'" Buyers of these securities were 
Most of these transactions were motivated by a desire to 

loans (Adjustable Rate 
Mutual had "low- or no.documcnt!:l 

J1. See, William \I 
Shareholder 1'.nlp,'werment, 
the burst of 
invested in 

and W nshington 

http:I"nrl,,",,"_.Nm
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make sp""ulative tmding risks 13 And the 
:ss of 1 , a triple-A 
"Ilowed investors"~ 

to buy them for pension funds.'" 
Now, how loan tranche dependent 011 sub prime loans could 

be rated triple very best-is difficult for a definitionally 
mind to grasp, but men and women of finance, making 

with other people's money, did not hesitate over the 
or even financial illogic of such labeling, Nor mind 

very real risk indicators give them pause, such as the nee 

the American credit card industry to secure the passage of Ii bill 

making it harder for their in"reasingly defaulting clients to file for 

bankru]}teyl1 Nay. that bill encouraged this risk-taking as sub-


the rl'!al 
)7, The bill was named thfl Bankruptcy 

Act of 2005. Pub. L. No 09·8, 119 
and Consumer 
as amended in 

of II U.8. C.) 
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on the idea that the new 
cash neede,! to payoff credit card debt, buy 

and come with a great feature-no need to pay 
at a time of unprecedentedly low interest 

A. But 

ou t. there was an 
trillion credit default 

of credit default 
market in whkh the 

)rate bonds in the 
Rank speculation 

leclm1que, 
lhat would tout a 1 % or 

cotltract at dosing 
yet the 

Mark 
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In hindsight, this is the kind of stuff Planters® 
and sells in "can. There were many who knew 
history to be very nervous about a system that combmed core 
banking with speculative trading, that bid greatly relaxed capital 
requirement.s, and that allowed outright speculative gambling in the 
form of unregulated credit default swaps.22 In the typical credit 
default swap, a kind of insurance contract, the party providing the 

had to have an insurable interest in the matter2:) 
nor, more Importantly, sufficient to make good on the 
insurance protection it had sold. As turns out, fUG's riskiest 
insurance operation was its writing of trillions of credit default 

eontracts it waS not capitalized to fulfill and which were 
the province of state regulators. Similarly absurd waS the 

idea that swap protection was purchased from hedge funds,24 whose 
only obligation to make good was to issue capital calls to its 
investors. Good luck with that. 

The mismatch between immediate reward and the bearing of 
ultimate risk eould not have been more extreme, as speculation ran 
wild in the wake of the erosion of key legal barriers to gambling of 
this kind. 25 But legislators and regulators had become drunk on 
their own cocktails, having najvely (or worse) assumed that markets 
would "pI'icc" these risks. So, indeed, had many academics, sucb as 
many of my law and economics scholar-friends in the academy who 
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confidently told me in the years before the meltdown that 
worries over the credit hubble and increased leverage in 
financial sector reflected my inadequate appreciation of the keen 
ability of CUlTent financial and capital markets to price risks 
accurately. 

Nor, of CO\lrse, did one need worry that financial institutions 
that had regularly received government bailouts because of their 
systemic importance would be less than optimally incentivized to 

assess risks. And the' growing complexity of financial 
lSlH,U[lOnS themselves was no worry) again. fcw the same reasons, 

Markets would take care of it and price it, ignoring of course that 
the capital markets themselves had grown in complexity and 
churned like a meth-fueled wheel,26 Whatever these 

examination of the long-term 
large short· term profits did not, in the 

out to high on lisP? 
when it all crashed down, the first to receive treatment 

were those who had profited most. No doubt they felt pain, but not 
enough that one can confidently believe they are worse off today 
than if they had not behaved recklessly. Most obviously. though. the 
importance of these instItutions to our economies made 
not to bail them out. And bailed out tbey were. 
subsidies, partly comprised of free money to borrow in 
profitable trades and return to 

26. As I oLficrvcd in an carlier dcalittg wltb activism hy institutional 
shareholrler.r:r 

lurnover 
capitalization rlata from tnt;' U,S. Statistical Abstmct reveals that 
turnover across all {J,S, exchanges reached approximately 311 percetlt 
in 2008. 

Ll'o E. Slrirw, .Jr., One Fundamental 
Gall, CVrDoralions Be 

TflRP 
a report from 
govf>rnmpnt's 

http:swaps.22
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The borrowers, who share a good deal of responsibility, too, but 
whose need to take risks was perhaps casier to rationalize flS 
moral-fl house to live in and bills paid off versus the ability to 
an even cooler spurts car-got a rawer deal. Rawest of all, 
was the deal for millions of hard working people who were 
their bills until the calamity destroyed economic 
resulted in double-digit, persistent unemployment2 • ' 

to suffer as do many others who bave retained their 
endured furloughs, benefit cuts and 
taxes increase as services by budget-crunched 
diminish. 

For now, however, the important lesson 
bu~inesses have incentives toward current profit-maximization 
make them poorly positioned to evaluate risk and be safe regulators. 
Tbe environmental wreckage in the Gulf of Mexieo and 
human wreckage caused the financial sector's imprudence 
be rather plain evidence truth. 

It "COMMUNITY VALUES" ON HIE ASS,"l\IBLY LINE AND IN ONLINE 

CLASSIFIED8: R,"COGNIZING THE INCENTIVES IN THE 


STOCKHOI,D]lR- FINANClm CORPORATION 


is that there exist "special" for-profit 
corporations, ones that will behave differently from others over the 
long-run because they are controlled by visionaries who will 
some idea of the public good ahead of prollt. In Haying this IS a 
myth, I don't mean to imply that there are not very talented 
entrepreneurs who tlgure out how to do well by doing good. There 
are, thankfully, a number of businesses that do pay 
provide safe working environments and livable weekly 
the environment with respect, and play the competitive 

my point is that managers in sto"khol 
are inevitably answerable to the stockholders, 

articulated by the corporation's 

wm<,S·I'llIt'.'~; 	 3/2212012 
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founders or 
against the 

A. A Tuste of History: Henry Ford's Social Vision for Ford Motor 
Company 

Ultimately, any for-profit corporation that sells shares to others 
has to be accountable to its stockholders for delivering a financial 
retutn. 'I'bis is not a new notion. An American entrepreneur by the 
name of Henry Ford tested that proposition and lost some ninety-
three years in a famous case.30 In tbat case, Ford brazenly 
proclaimed he was not Ford Motor Company to 

crate the best sustainable return stockholders.31 Rather, 
announced that the stoekholders should be content with the 

relatively small dividend they were getting and that Ford Motor 
Company would focus more on its consumers by lowering 
prices and on bettering the lives workers and society at large 
by raising wages and creating more jobs."z 

To simplify, the Michigan Supreme Court held that Ford could 
not justify his actions that way, and that although he could help 
other constituencies such as workers and consumers, as an 
instrument to the end of benefiting stockholders, he could not 
subordinate the stockholders' best interesL" This holding was 
central, in my view, to the court's embrace of what we call the 

30. Dodge v. Ford Motor Co., 170 RW. 668 (Mich. 1919). 
:11. ld. at 68a· 84. 
32. 	 lrL at 

A.way 
:lfquery. 

http:stockholders.31
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business judgment rule." Under that rule, the judiciary does not 
second-guess the decision of a well-motivated, non-conflicted 
fiduciary.s', Fundamental to tho rule, however, is that the fiduciary 
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be motivated by a desire to increase the value of the corporation for 
the benefit of the stockholders.s6 By that he was 
his altruistic interest in helping workers consumers over 

to stockholders,3? Henry Ford made it impossible for the court 
him business judgment deference_ 

B. 	 History Repeats ltself.' Cmigs/ist CIS a "Community" Corpomtion 

In 2010, Chancellor Chandler decided a case in Delaware with 
some striking similarities to Dodge u. Ford Motor. 
the founder of Craigslist, the online classifieds firr 
the well· known online auction giant, As with the 
and Ford, eBay (the suing stockholder) was also a compelltor 

The casc:!8 

finn being sued. Also, as in Dodge v. Ford Motor, 
sued had a leader who openly argued that he was f1 

primarily to the end of something other than stockholder wealth, 
subordinating stockholders' financial well-being to his own 
social perspective. At Craigslist, according to this argum' 
supC'rior interest was the supposed community of users 
services, servtces the firm had been selling cheaply or giving away, 
when higher prices seemed to be rea 

But that core issue was not the 
instead focused on the measures CralllSllst 
that he and his heirs would control 
vision that Craigslist be a community-oriented and 
driven corporation, not a cold. blooded profit machine_ To that 

16 A.:ld 1 (Del. Ch. 2UI0). 

http:stockholders.s6
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Craig Newmark (t.he Craigslis! founder, controlling st.ockholder, and 
director) and Jim Buckmaster (the other controlling stockholder and 
director on Craigslist's three· member board) implemented actions 
aimed at stopping or e Bay's ability to acquire Craigslist, or 
otherwise disrupt what and ,Jim called Craigslist's "corporate 
culture."40 

'rho mo"t important anti takeover measure waS the adoption of a 
shareholder rights plan that would have diluted ownership of 
Craigslist upon even a minor increase in mini 
stockholding position, In defending their decision in court, Jim 
Craig did not argue that they employed the pill to protect the 
economic interests of the company's No, instead ,Jim 
and Craig argued that the pill was justified by their heartfelt desire 
to Craigslist's coveted social values and community.centered 

from the disruption an eBay acquisition might have on those 
values and culture"j 

Echoing what I view as a standard notion behind the business 
judgment rule, Chancellor Chandler rejected Jim and 

In so ruling, he stated, "Directors for a j 

corporation cannot deploy a rights plan to defend a 
business strategy that openly eschews stockholder wealth 
maximization-at least not consistently with the directors' 
dllty under Delaware law."42 This, to my view, rather 

drew fire from both ends of our corporale law 
there such a thing, 

moting a new form of for· profit corporation, the 
indicates that other ends, such as philanthropic or 

community· aimed ends, can be put ahead of profit, reacted with 
hyperbole, urging corporations to leave Delaware,'3 If, said, 

ir stockholders will able 
interests first," You must 
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go elsewhere, to a fictional land where can take other 
lise it as you wish, and ignore best inlerests 

only right to vote.'5 In this fictional land, I suppose a 
accountability mechanism will exist whereby the 

fiduciaries, if they are a interest, will be held accountable 
for responsibly balancing all interests, Of course, a very 
distinguished mind of the political left, Adolph Berle, believed that 
when corporate llduciaries were allowed to consider all interests 
withal! t legally binding constraints, were freed of 
accountability to any:'. Equally is the idea that 

governmU:0 regime in 
of a larger polit.y outside the 

that until sCl1sihle system 
evell while 

from the 

unsufe; any ease it ttl 
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corporationR authorized to consider other interests will be able to do 
so at the expense of stockholder profits if voting control of the 
corooration remains in the stock markeL" Just how long will hedge 

and mutual funds subordinate their desire for returns to the 
desire of a founder to do good? 

From a dHTorent political perspective come those who seem to 
take umbrage at plain statements like the Chancellor's for 
unmasking the face of eapitalism. These commentators seem 
dismayed when anyone starkly recognizes that as a matter of 
corporate law, the object of the corporation is to produce profits for 
the stockholders Bnd that the social beliefs of the managers, no more 
than their own financial interests, cannot be their end in managing 
the corporation. Maxwell Kennerly, in his review of the eBay 
decision, noted what he perceived to be a triad of conservative 
academic commentators who were unhappy with Senator AI 
Franken's statement that "it is literally malfeasance for a 

not to do everything it legally can to maximize its 
a statement, that in Kennerly's view, encapsulates a 

material portion of the holding in the eBay opinion". 

47. The "practical eonsC'quencc" of an adherence to the so-called 
model" of the corporation ll'l that t.he board of dirpctol's 
conflict 11 monT! the 
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that this vein of commentary does not fear the 
these commentators believe that courts would 

cornoratiotlR from pursuing profit in an enlightened 
one senses that they may be 

a plam acknowledgment that corporate 
managers' primal'y duty is to seek as much profit as can be achieved 
within the limits of the law, precisely because to do so emphasizes 
the importance of the law in ehanneling e"rporate behavior. 
Preferable is suggesting that corporate themselves while 
seeking to maximize corporate profits will care of tho public 
interest, and that government should leave it to eorporate 
managers.50 

http:managers.50
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The conRternation at Chancellor Chandler's eBav decision is 
surprising for another related reason. The whole desig~ of corporate 
law in the United States is built around the relationship between 
corporate managers and stockholders, not relationships with other 
constituencies. In the corporate republic, only stockholders get to 
vote and stockholders get to sue to enforce directors' fiduciary 
duties.'" natural focus of the managers in such a system is 
therefore supposed to be on the best interests of the 
stockholders, to the legal within which the firm 
operates. 52 because it is ultimately the equity market that 
is the primary system for public firms, efforts to 
tinker around with the of corporate 

so-called 
la 

Ii ke constitllenev statutes. the 
nlO"vemC'nt, and antitakeover 
ity in insulating corporate 

stock market pressures.53 

The eBoy case also points out again the 
reliance on special founders. The founder of 
cares about users of online classifieds, but who 

wish that something nice will come out 
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other views. Henry Ford said he ca"cd about lubar, but was 
responsible for one of the most violent crack·downs on labor in 
American history during the "Battle of the Overpass" at Ford's River 
Houge plant in Dearborn, in 1937. Other entrepreneurs 
have unique or social which they seek to spread to 
their workers customers.51 As many have noted, the legitimacy 
of such managers to use others' money to advance their own view of 
the good is suspect." And over time, as transitions in industries 
like the newspapers show, the ability of a founder to sustain" vision 
after having taken investo,"' money is extremely limited. The point 
hero is not that views all these matters are not contestable, but that 
the idea of a public corporation with outside investors pursuing a 
controversial political or moral agenda is intrinsically problematic 

http:customers.51
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because that is not investors invest nor is that the basis on 
which boards are 

The public interest, in the end, depends on protection by the 
elected re in the form of law. The weJl· 

led etlorts entrepreneurs and company managers, 


who have a duty to their investors to deliver a profit, to be 

and corporate citizens is undoubtedly 

But no adequate substitute for a 
determined baseline. 

By so stating, I do not mean to imply that the corporate law 
requires directors to maximi1-e short·term pro/its for stockholders. 
Hather, I simply indicate that the corporate law requires directors, 
as a matter of their duty of loyalty, to pursue a good faith strategy to 
maximize profits for the stockholders. The directors, of COUI 

retain substantial discretion, outside the context of a change 
control. to decide how best to achieve that goal and the appropriate 
time frame for delivering those returns.;e But, as I have noted in 
other writings, the market pres"ures on corporate boards are 

it more difficult for boards to resist the pressure to 
the delivery of immediate profits over the 

of longer·tprm strategies that might yield more 
Ibstantial benefits to stockholders, as well as 
In these other writings, I have suggested some 

modf'st initiatives to better align the corporate governance 
so that the shared interests of the end·tlser providers of c 
the interests of talented and societies in sound, lonl'·tprm 

wealth creation are given weight." 

Ill. NATIONAL INTERESTS 1N COMMUNITY ICONS: SOME INSTRUCTIVE 
LESSONS FROM ABROAD 

The power of stockholders' ardor for profits shows up especiallv 
in corporate takeovers, where the benefits to stockholders are on 
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and the costs to other corporate constituencies can be stark. 
temion revealed in a takeover is highlighted when the 

corporation is an icon with a long hiBtory of presence and 
responsibility in a community. How does corporate and takeover 
law choose? Two interesting answers come from outside the United 
States. In Kraft's takeover of the iconic Cadbury, long·stm 

law tilted decidedly in favor of stockholder interests, but 
found the logical consequences of their own settled law 

By contrast, when the Australian mining firm BHP 
BiUiton sought to acquire tbe Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan, 
the Canadian government had the legal authority to express its 

in full conformity with the law, and did so. It turns out 
in capitalist soeieties whose economies are premised on 

profit-seeking, the full implications of giving stockholders the power 
to make societally·important decisions remains controversial. 

A. Frustrations of Nonfl'ustration: [,essons from the Odd CUBe of 
Cadbury 

Perhaps the most surprising manifestation of political na\vete 
about the nature of the corporation comes from England and the 
controversy over Kraft's acquisition of Cadbury, the maker of very 
sweet, nearly chocolate products. 59 The idea that the maker of 
Dairy Milk would be acquired by a maker of boxed macaroni and 
cheese was seen as a threat to a British icon, and to British jobs, 
rather than as a natural alliance of culinary co· travelers. Despite 
the fact that Kraft was already an employer of many in England60 

and had a good to 
environmental and free trade to a Kraft 
takeover was widespread in the United 

the 
the 

United 
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A wide range of commentators, the British public, and Members 
of Parliament from not just thc Labour party, but also the Tory and 
Liberal Democrat parties, voiced objection to the idea that an 
I~nglish icon would be owned by an American company. F;ven 

the current British ownership was already well on its way to 
~ down sOme of the company's most historic operations and 

shipping production to lower wage Poland,62 U.S. ownership was 
thought to make the prospect of even more moves of this kind 
possible. Despite the fact that Cadbury was itself a company that 
had prospered by buying up other nation's icons-remember A& W 
Root Becr,S" or Dr. Pepper. or Canada Dry Ginger Ale""-its 
Chairman, Sir Hoger Carl', was aghast that so-called short-term 
stockholders had taken shares from the company's long-term 
investors when Kraft made its bid public. 65 How eould these long
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term stockholders have abandoned the and should 
these new short-termers decide the fate of a year British 
treasure?66 

What surprised me about this was not that the ~~nglish would 
wish Cadbury could remain independent. As an American, I 
that. Our largest American beer company is now the Boston 
Company, brewers of Samuel Adams,$'! a former upstart 
microbrewery founded ollly twenty-seven years aeo!SS But what 
makes the Cadbury situation so odd is that 
long trumpeted its 
have boasted that 
boards from any action to 
offer like the best model. The 
supported adoption of similar laws by the European Union7!! 

& 
at 

0:; 
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touted its model as superior to that of the United States,71 
where boards are to defend against bids believe are 
inadequate,72 The U.K regime leaves no real room a board to 
block a financed bid except by convincing its stockholders that the 
price is too low. If the stockholders believe the price is right, they 
get to accept the bid, 

Given that reality, it was hardly 
succeed in its bid, After all, the of the U,K, 
that if the st(){:kholdcrs like the price of a takeover bid, 

get to take itTl And all market evidence has long made clear 
that, absent board or government interposition, stockholders will 
sell out into any bid offering a substantia1 premium7 • What was 
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more surprising was to see politicians of all the parties in the 
United Kingdom bemoan the foreordained result followed from 
th" United Kingdom's long-standing especially given 
that Cat/bury eould have loss savory than 
Kraft,!n 

The world's most venerable parliamentary assembly even issued 
a hand· wringing report deploring the situation 77 but railed to 
identify any tangible policy proposal to address future situations 
like it, which are inevitable under the long-standing nonfrustration 
rule, The new Tory-Liberal coalition government then 
commissioned an inquiry to 
Carr,7' including requiring that a 
decide whether to a takeover 
term holders, But the regulatory body-the 
has already looked at and rejected 
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response to the Cadbury takeover actually SCDms to make it 
even more difficult fiJI' targets to resist a hostile bid. BO Cadbury 
takeover confirms how deeply rooted the power of the stockholder 
profit motive is in the for-profit CUI-DC'ratlOn. 

It is revealing to consider aftermath of the 
takeover. After the Code of the Takeover Panel rejected all three 
Carr's proposals, it instead offered its own as to how the 
Takeover Code might be amended to prevent 
hostile takeovers, I offer a couple of the most material 
examples, First, the Code Committee recommended that the formal 
offer period-the period in which an interested acquirer may make 
an offer or bid for the be shortened by requiring a potential 
offeror to make a bid twenty-eight days of announcing its 
interest to make a bid,S' Second, the Code Committee proposed a 

H tm.l or "shut-up" and is 
for a p€'riod of six months as a sanction, 

given to the potential ueqUJrer varies case hy ( 
weeks. COMMIT'Tl';E REPORf, supra note SO, nt 4. 

mechanism was to protect the 
in pracLicc there were many instances where 

to ask thf:~ Pane] to imoose a or shut-up 
pressure exerted 
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less outraged 
the proposed 
even easier for future hostile 

F'or instan"", take the 
or shut-up bme period 

the identity of any 
a bid. 

restrictions in 

it 

an 

82. CO~,tMf'["EE l{F,POR'T, supra note RO, at 15 
8:3. Hob Nabs a "biscuit" or cookie in England mnnufactuTed by 

the U.K. multinational, 
84. S"" In re Dollar S'h,,!t!t;r Litig., 14 A~Jd 573. (Del. Ch. 

2010) ("It no small thing lOT a slrategic acquirer to come ahout its 
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ThE, Code Committee's second material proposed modification, 
hibition of termination fees and matching r 
deterrent to would-be friendly acquirers that 

proposal is adopted-be unable to secure 
protections to offset the risks posed to a 
madE, its intentions public and therefore has 

position as to its 
competitors eager to a 

weakened bidder.'" Viewed differently, a 
less likely to negotiate an acquisition with a target if it is unable to 
secure assurances from the target that the target is serious about 
doing a deal, and more crucially to the friendly bidder, serious about 

the deal proposed by the friendly bidder. Without the 
of modest deal protection devices, friendly 

be even more r(~ll1ctant to emerge than nov 
e already leaves strategic partners and private equity 

funds with very little compensation if they get t.opped"" 
For an American, the Cad bury situation is, as our pnuusupner 

Yogi Berra it, like deja vu all over again. For over tI 
in the States, a of palliatives. such 

statutes allowing to b 
and the infamous poison 
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target boards some room to get a better deal from Ii so·called 
knight if a hostile bid loomed,88 The pressures boards faced 

from their stockholders to lucrative bids made resistance in 
most cases futile.Sf! As a U.S, communjties have seen icon 
after icon fall into foreign hands, and our own major stock exchange 
may soon be a subsidiary of a merger vehicle formed by the owners 
of the German Boerse.fw 

But in our case, the United for all its capitalist leanings, 
never embraced takeovers with but deep ambivalence. 
Our British friends while trumpeted these 

nakedly The acquisition of the 
maker of however, revealed that 

underneath the cold, slrnpllstlC smg1e-mincied, Rhort~term rocus 
of stockholders on stock price in outcomes that, from a 
broader societal perspective, are ullcomfortable. 

B. Candid Canada: The Refreshing Honesty of the Potash Decision 

comparison. I come now to the Canadian government's 
to block the $40 billion bid of an Australian corporation, 

BHP Billiton, Ltd. ("BHP"), to acquire the Potash Corporation of 
Saskatchewan. As I have learned, potash is not an illicit admixture 
to add to brownies, but a valuable crop nutrient and with a capital 
letter, for our purposes, a And Saskatchewan is the Saudi 
Arabia of with a little and the current home of Potash 
with a "P."9l As I have learned, the province has an 

premiums than 
IMPACT SrUDY 
/ledux, 69 U. ( 
have proved to 
can say 'no' in order to 

89. See, e.g" Marcel 
(noting the high level of M&A 
poison pills,. that eorporate 
sharehojders will 

'." on Pledge A1ade 
Batile, TIIr;ltgCORllTO'! (Feb. 14, 2011), 

IWir",fN' "' ..,,,,WirPJAgrlcultufe/articIe/B53033 (noting that 

http:Boerse.fw
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economic strategy to leverage its advantage in potash (and the 
st«,am of governmental royalties) into !I better overall 

lSilion. Potash Corporation was already managed from 
States and BHP made certain assurances that it would 

But the provincial government was 
nership, Potash would maintain its 

commitment to the province's version of OPEC, Canpotex. 
is an industry-wide marketing initiative fostered by the prOVlllce.'" 
Rather, the provincial gov0rnment concluded that BHIYs commercial 
interests as a profit-maximizing firm might lead it to cut 
reduce royaltios to the province, and otherwise be less 

royalties and jobs for the province than if Potash 

Investment Canada Act was the tool used by the province 
to get its way. Under that statute, the Canadian government can 
block any transaction above C$3l2 million if the transaction does 
not promise "nN benefits" to Canada 9 ' Nter exten8ive advocacy by 
the Provincial government, Canadian Industry Minister Tony 

that it would not produce a net 
Dn was taken by a conservative 

advocates for more open form of 

Rnd account.'S rot 

PARTY OF 
visited Feb. 
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For prosent purposes, however, I wish to foclis only on one 
of the application of the Investm<mt Canada Act to 
jon, which is its total lack of pretense or sham. 

The statute is a naked of power to the national government to 
block a takeover wh,m believes Canada will be better off without 
it. Obviously, there are legitimate questions to be asked about the 
overall utility of such a statute and I do not intend to comment one 

or tl ... other on the wisdom of the decision to use the statute to 
; the BHP bid. But 1 do think that the statute's candor deserves 

appJause because it forces Canadian soeiety to ask genuine 
about what is in lhe public interest. In other analogous 
governments have twisted their antitrust 

with situation-specific corporate law rules, or taken a 
of what was a national security (Le., military-terrorist) thrt'at in 
order to find a basis to block transactions that 
feared to be economically injurious to the target 

Although Australians may have been 
Canadian government's blockage of BHP's bi, 
claim shock because their nation has a similar statute.9S MOl'cover, 
t.he reality that another possible bidder for Potash was a Chinese
government-owned firm highlights the difficult reality of the so
called global markel.,e Canada faced a situation in which a 
corporation that controlled an important national resource could 
pass into the hands of owners who either (in the case of BHP) were 

http:statute.9S
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deemed more reduce the 
benefits to Saskatchewan In the case 
of a potential Chinese.government.owned have been 
free to take actions not benefits for 
stockbolders, but rather .c::plf.lntpt'P.:::t of another 
nation. 

C. mobalized Capital and Product Marhets Mahe Regulation in 
the Pu bUe Interest More, Not Less, Vital 

The candor of the Canadian Potash decision 
t.he most critical isslIe liS. We have globalized 

markets. These eapital markets put more intense 
than ever on corporations to deliver short·term profits. In, 
the Oflwnization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

nallons,IOO only capital has a vote on who comprises the 
Wit.h increasing institutional ownership and 

corporate electorates are more 
to give serious thought to the 

longer 

preventing 
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ensures that all 
commerec must meet 

powerful 

of labor treatment or environmental 
financial institutions can and do take 
tty of all nations. their safety and 

soundness is remitted to a patchwork of nationH 1r~{ftdHtlon 

We have opened up global capital and 
forced our corporations to compete in 



to 

many ways, the opposite is in fact true, Corporations 
have no genuine connection to Any particular 

or even nation. A huge diseonnect has arisen between 
lifestyle, daily experiences, and interests of the top 

rs and that of most of the employees in the various 
their corporations have opcratiolls,lIlR Corporate 
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the WE'st to implement an enlightened 
helped defeat communism and 
haR been exerted to diminish 
Nations fear that if they require 
protection of the environment, the 
nation's needs, and sound 
institutions, corporate aetivjty 
is little or no regulation,105 

The examples 1 have discussed above an' not designed to 
convince you that any particular level of regulation is optimal. But 
they are deRigned to point out this reality: if, as I do, you believe That creates incentives to reduce 
that the temptations of profit can lead to corporate behavior that rolls and pay, particularly in the European Union or in nations 
can harm society, you Rhould he Canada and the United States that have respon, 

standards, and to take fewer product safety and 
When their competitors seem to be making large, 

by suspect means that have substantial long· term 
subprime 	 debacle discussed 

e from the capital markets to get the 
they personally believe the game to be 

form of gambling. 

removal at the instance of 
who do not hold shares or 

providers of capital are 
ownership of the shares of 

managers _ 
yielded their votes to money 

metrics, Providers of 
debt are also less well positioned 
debt is syndicated and trades larl 
far leRs stable lender-borrower relationship, 

of corporate risk-takin". 
corporations must 

to locate jobs in nations 
protection, 
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS: RULB" FOR TIlfe GLOBAL GAM 8 

Milton Friedman is a person who has written a lot of 
don't necessarily agree with. But he wrote a famous article in 
he said that "there is one and only one social rasp 
business-to use its resources and engage in activities 
increase its so long as it within the mles of the 

nol 

When the pressure to profits becomes, as it 
more intense, the rules of the game become even more 

mt. Human nature, the founders of my nation teach,110 
be taken into account in designing those rules, and we should 

than average. 
To ensun~ t.hat 

externalities
externality risk and fundamental concerns about 
protection of workers and the environment in globalized 

markets, the rules of the game must ultimatelY 
too 111 But in the meantime, enlightened 

1 strong 

hehaviur that 
Dani Rodrik, lJooray lor Nation Stutes, 
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resist the temptation to roll hack the societal that spread 
the of capitalism more broadly, child labor, gave 

places to work, protected consumers from harmhll 
products, provided decent wages and humane working hours, and 
ensured that the of profit would not pollute the world in 
which we live. aU, it was speedy national, not international, 
action that kept the financial crisis from being even worseI12 We 
cannot dispense with the protections provided by the nation·state 
until we come up with an effective 1 

The coalitIOn· and consensus· 
effective global (or at the least, OECD·wide) scheme of external1ty 
regulation will require enormous leadership and dedication. But it 
cannot even begin if we delude ourselves into believing that 
corporations will effectively regulate themselves. That is not what 

are built to do and enormous harm will result if we pretend 
wise. All you have to do is look at the unemployment rate or 

the Louisiana marshlands to know that that is true. 

of monitoring responsible 

N"W REPUBLIC, Peb. 


